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The Morgan Super Sport was built between 1927 and 1939, variously powered by a JAP 10/40 1,096cc water-cooled
vee-twin engine; Matchless or Blackburne power units of similar specification were also employed. Morgan started
making their three-wheeler cars in 1911, and are still producing them today! Early Super Sports had a two-speed
gearbox, but most were provided with a three-speed and reverse gearbox, with power transferred to the rear wheel
via chain and sprocket. Only two foot pedals were provided, the throttle being operated via controls on the steering
wheel (see photo below). The JAP engine produced 45bhp and was capable of a 0-60mph time of 14 seconds, with a
top speed of 75-80mph. Tuned racing versions were able to top 100mph, a surprising speed for the time.
The performance and economy of the car was achieved by means of a very simple, lightweight chassis and small
body, with a low centre of gravity. In a recent conversation with a well- known jazz musician Tom ‘Spats’ Langham,
who is the owner of a Super Sport, he was of the opinion that driving the car was very much like flying in a pre-war
aircraft. Two members of his band ‘Hot Fingers’ just rolled their eyes and thought the experience of being a
passenger ‘just scary!’
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CHAIRMAN'S CHATTER
Hi Everyone,
There is not a lot to say this month as not a lot has happened, although it’s worth saying that the
Shepton Mallet Bike show was cancelled due to the bad weather earlier in the month. Although it was
rearranged for the weekend of the 23rd/24th, none of our club were able to re-arrange so we did not have a
stand at this year’s show. However, we shall no doubt return next year.

Last month’s quiz went down very well with a very low score winning the wine, and I think it was enjoyed by
everyone. Well folks that's me done for this month so you all ride and drive with care, and I will see you soon.
Doug.

JOHN BURGESS AND VIC CAVE
After a short illness, John Burgess sadly passed away recently. He was a dedicated Biker and a regular at the

Bloxworth Club meetings, although he did frequent the car club meetings most months.
We have also just heard that regular bike club member Vic Cave passed away unexpectedly on Monday 25th
February.

A COUPLE OF LOCAL EVENTS TO WHICH WE ARE INVITED TO ATTEND.
These are a couple of little events that would be glad to see a few of us put in an appearance, so if you could jot
down the dates and if you are at a loose end on the day then just pop along and show your face - you will be sure of
a warm welcome:- Ferndown Fete In The Field is on Saturday 22nd June, and West Moors Show that takes place in
The Fryer Playing Field is on Saturday 13th July; I think you have to be in by 11am but more details will be available
nearer the time. Doug.

CARSCAPES – MOTORING AND THE HISTORIC LANDSCAPE – AN ARTICLE FROM AN
OLD ‘CURRENT ARCHEOLOGY’ MAGAZINE by Chris Catling.
PART 1 – Part 2 will follow in the April newsletter
This article describes a book from English Heritage that was published in early 2013. It has the catchy title
‘Carscapes: the motor car, architecture and landscape in England’ and was originally sold for £40. It remains
however, as interesting and relevant as it was 6 years ago:The impact of the car on this planet has been enormous, whether measured in environmental terms (global climate
change), geo-political terms (how many wars are currently being fought over oil and gas?), political dissent (road
protests, such as the one that brought Swampy to fame over the Newbury bypass, and the current concern over
fracking), or in terms of town planning, 21st-century lifestyles (from the rituals of weekend car-washing and shopping
trips to out-of-town malls to boy racing and the pimping of cars to create mobile sound systems) or in terms of the
many archaeological discoveries that have been made as a result of excavations funded by the Highways Agency.
Long overdue then is an assessment of the motor car. Boring and utilitarian, polluting and destructive, one might
think. Is there anything positive to say about the cars, roads, garages, service stations, motels, bypasses and
roundabouts, other than that they are a necessary evil? Well, archaeologists should not make value judgements: they
should try to look at the evidence for the ways that humans have used and adapted their environment as scientists
observing phenomena in a laboratory. Even so, a new book – ‘Carscapes’, by Kathryn Morrison and John Minnis of
English Heritage – demonstrates that the subject is far more interesting than hasty judgement might suggest, and that,
as lovers of Wim Wenders’ road movies (and many others of the genre) already know, there is even a certain kind of
visual beauty to the landscapes and architecture of the motor car age.

A Victorian Invention
Because mass car ownership did not really take off in England until the 1950’s, we tend to think of cars as a recent
innovation: just a little bit older than the Rolling Stones, but not quite yet within the field of archaeological study. And
yet versions of the internal combustion engine….(see overleaf)
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See next month’s newsletter for part 2.
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NORTON FACTORY TOUR
I am thinking of running a mini-bus or coach, if I get enough take-up, to visit the Norton Motorcycle Factory. At
the moment I am in the very early stages, so I cannot give any specific dates or cost, but if you think it may be
of interest to you could you please let me know. As usual with these events, the more people we get the
cheaper it is for each of us.
Doug

CREAM TEA RUN
After sorting out a date for the run, I was devastated when the venue that I booked contacted me to say that
they had double booked the date, and as we were the second to book they were unable to honour the booking!
So panic set in and after a lot of ringing round we managed to get another venue, although we have had to
change the date to Sunday July 7th. We have booked it at the Holmsley Tea Rooms in the New Forest. I do
realise that this may clash with other events, but I am afraid that it is difficult not to clash with something
during the summer; all we can do is hope that you choose to support us! We hope you understand.
Mo & Doug

CALENDER OF FORTHCOMING EVENTS
April 9th - Car Club - Talk by Paul Stickler on Murder !!!
May 14th - Car Club - Noggin and Natter.
June 11th - Car Club - Cars and Bikes in the field.
July 7th - Cream Tea Run.
July 9th - Car Club - Bingo.
August 9th to 11th - Purbeck Rally.
August 13th - Car Club - Auction.
Sept 10th - Car Club - Talk by Kay Townsend: ‘Fairground Life Behind The Sideshows’, including a Film.
October 8th - Car Club - Baked Spud Night.
November 12th - Car Club AGM (this is the one not to be missed).
December 10th - Car Club - Christmas Bingo.
December 21st - Christmas Dinner at Bloxworth.

WVPC COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman – Doug Cronk - duggcronk@btinternet.com - 01202 895387
Secretary – Janet Palmer – familypalmer29@hotmail.com
Treasurer – Dennis Jones. Treasurer’s support – Christine Jones.
Membership Secretary - Christine Fletcher.
Website Co-ordinator - Dennis Jones – wvpcweb@gmail.com
Motorcycle Section – Colin Baker - bikes@wvpc.org.uk
Events Co-ordinator – Peter Fletcher.
Committee members – Mo Cronk.
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